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A FEELING OF RENEWED OPTIMISIM

It’s all happening…and so fast! Can you feel it, the opti-
mism? 

What a crazy and exciting beginning to the year with the 
fall of Zuma and the appointment of Ramaphosa.

In the recent couple of months so many things have 
happened that one feel’s rather dizzy trying to keep up!

• Steinhoff shares crash - shares in South Africa’s big-
gest retailer went into free-fall, plunging by as much as 
61% amid accounting scandals. Christo Wiese loses ap-
proximately $2 billion Dollars as a result and is forced 

to take over the reigns as CEO when Markus Jooste 
steps down and goes into hiding!

• DA suspends De Lille - the Federal Executive of the 
DA has suspended City of Cape Town mayor Patricia De 
Lille from all party activities.

• Cyril Ramaphosa elected new ANC and South Af-
rican president - the African National Congress has 
elected former party deputy president as it’s 14th Pres-
ident.

• Cape Town water crisis - Cape Town is in the midst 
of it’s worst drought in living memory and without rains 
of Biblical proportions it is in a race against time to find 
a solution to the crisis before day zero hit’s. 

• Valentine’s Day -  South Africa was given the best 
Valentine’s Day gift ever, with the resignation of Jacob 
Gedleyihlekisa Zuma. His middle name Gedleyihlekisa 
means the “one who laughs while grinding his ene-
mies”, looks like SA has the last laugh now….

• Gupta Empire collapses - eight Gupta-linked busi-
nesses have filed for business rescue this week, and 
the three brothers are on the run, and where on earth 
is Duduzane?

Hope Springs 

On the 15th February Cyril Ramaphosa was elected 
as South Africa’s president a day after Jacob Zuma re-
signed under immense pressure from the ruling party. 
Ramaphosa’s nomination went unopposed that Thurs-
day in the 400-seat National Assembly, although the 
opposition Economic Freedom Fighters walked out of 
the chamber after arguing that early elections should 
be called and the appointment would be illegal.

Ramaphosa, age 65, was sworn in by Chief Justice Mo-
goeng Mogoeng later that day and delivered his well-re-
ceived State of the Nation. He staked his claim to the 
top post when he replaced Zuma as leader of the Afri-
can National Congress almost two months ago at the 
ANC elective conference. A former lawyer and one of 
the richest black South Africans, Ramaphosa has prom-
ised to revive the struggling economy, create jobs and 
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GROWING YOUR INVESTMENT BY SAVING 
SMALL INCREMENTAL AMOUNTS  

EACH MONTH

Whether you earn R5 000 or R50 000 a month, the only 
way to save is to spend less than that amount. It may 
be really tough to create space in an already-stretched 
budget but Whether Whether you earn R5 000 or R50 
000 a month, the only way to save is to spend less than 
that amount. It may be really tough to create space in 
an already-stretched budget but taking steps to devel-
op a habit of saving and living within your means, is im-
portant to reaching your financial goals.

Three steps to increase your savings:

1. Set Achievable and Realistic Goals: Whether you are 
saving for a trip overseas or saving to live a comfort-
able retirement, you need to start with a goal. Without 
a goal, all you have is an idea that you need to save 
more, but there is no true purpose to your plan of put-
ting money away. When you don’t have a clear vision 
of what the money is for it is much easier to spend it.  
Instead of pointlessly saving, create achievable and re-
alistic goals that give your savings a purpose and write 
this goal down. 

tackle corruption. His appointment more than a year 
before national elections could help the ANC win back 
voters alienated by a succession of scandals, policy mis-
steps and inappropriate appointments during Zuma’s 
nine-year tenure. This power shift has cheered inves-
tors with the rand gaining the most of any currency 
against the Dollar since Ramaphosa’s election as ANC 
president. Ramaphosa is well liked by the international 
markets and rating agencies, and it seems he is making 
the right moves to help us avoid further downgrades.

On Monday evening, 26th February Ramaphosa an-
nounced his new Cabinet…. What can be taken away 
from this is that there is still a political fight ongoing 
within the ruling ANC, and Ramaphosa is having to do a 
fine balancing act to ensure he can deliver on his prom-
ises (what the country desperately needs) but at the 
same time ensure that the ANC wins the 2019 general 
election. It is clear to see that Ramaphosa needs David 
Mabuza “the Cat” (not his preferred choice of Sisulu or 
Pandor) if he wants to survive, that in itself is a scary 
thought…

The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly

The Bad: 
David Mabuza is now going to be our Deputy Presi-
dent,  a man accused of corruption; theft and murder. 
Mabuza is bad for Ramaphosa point blank, at least the 
Opposition will be happy and licking their lips at this. 
Bathabile Dlamini, Malusi Gigaba not fired, but at least 
both demoted to lesser roles. Lynne Brown, Mosebenzi 
Zwane, Des Van Rooyen, Bongani Bongo, David Mahlo-
bo , Faith Muthambi, Hlengiwe Mkize, Nkosinathi Nhle-
ko, and Joe Maswanganyi all FIRED!

The Ugly: 
Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma position of no real impor-
tance 

And now, for the good news!

The GOOD: and there is plenty of it. 
Pravin Gordhan, Nhlanhla Nene, Derrick Hanekom, 
Blade Nzimande and Gwede Mantashe

There is much to cheer and celebrate in Monday night’s 
announcement. It is the final proof that the Zuma Em-
pire is gone, blown to bits, with the Guptas in hiding. 
But it is also the final proof that the ANC is not a settled 
organisation, and that there could well be more politi-
cal surprises along the way.

So as we stand at the break of a new dawn for South 
Africa one has the opportunity to choose between a 
glass half full or half empty. I know what I choose, “half 
full”, as it is far more beneficial and uplifting to see the 
positives in everything around you than focus on the 
negatives which will ultimately be detrimental to your 
outlook on SA inc. and more importantly your state of 
health.

The Importance of a Positive Attitude

A positive attitude is the guide to leading a positive life.  
Maintaining a positive attitude through the ups and the 
downs is important to every aspect of life: your social 
status, your work, your health and your relationships.  If 
you’re feeling down and having a particularly negative out-
look on the way things are going, just remember that atti-
tude is everything and a positive attitude will lead you out 
of the darkest of times.

 “Attitude determines Altitude”

MESSAGE FROM 
THE WEALTH MANAGEMENT TEAM
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2. Create a plan: Once you have developed a goal, cre-
ate a plan that will allow you to achieve this goal. Re-
view your plan annually to check that you are on track.  

3. Automate Your Savings: save incremental amounts, 
consistently over time. Not all of us have the financial 
means to invest large capital amounts at once and 
therefore a monthly debit order investment enables 
one to build up investment capital over time. Saving 
R1000 a month, for example, may seem like a substan-
tial amount of money but the below example shows the 
significant effect that the discipline of regular saving, 
coupled with the power of compounding can have on 
the growth of your money. You can also free up your 
budget by making a few changes to your lifestyle.

A few small changes that come to mind include:

• Substituting your DSTV account and switch to a more 
cost-effective alternative such as Netflix or Showmax
• Switching to a cheaper phone plan
• Make your lunch for work
• Turn off the lights when not in use
• Cutting back on entertainment each month 
• If you commit to investing via a monthly debit order, 
consider increasing the annual percentage increase up-
front, as this will help you to slowly increase your con-
tribution without having to think about it 

The point is that by making a small contribution to your 
investments every month, soon enough, you will see 
the benefits of those small changes without ever feel-
ing like you have had to drastically adjust your lifestyle. 

Consider the following example:

While future investment performance is not guaran-
teed, this example illustrates that lots of little savings 
can really add up to significant savings when combined, 
and when done consistently over a long period of time. 
This also speaks to the power of compound interest, 
which is often overlooked when thinking about savings 
and investments. 

Another benefit to investing monthly is that it allows 
you to get the average price of all the months you in-
vest, which is called rand-cost averaging. You will get 
more units for your money when share prices are low, 

and less when they are high. Ultimately, you will end up 
buying at the average price for the underlying invest-
ments over time which in turn smooths out the volatili-
ty of returns. This also partially removes the element of 
timing the market which Resolute Wealth Management 
advise against. 

When it comes to growing your money, time is your 
greatest ally. The sooner you start saving, the better. 
Small savings, incremental and consistent, can have 
a powerful impact on your investment and is a prac-
tical and realistic means of achieving financial inde-
pendence. 

Please get in touch with your wealth manager if you 
need assistance with setting up a debit order or if you 
would like to increase your existing debit order. We are 
here to assist you with financial goal-setting and can 
help you stay on track in achieving your goals. 
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A new dawn begins
The new year has seemingly initiated a new dawn for 
South African investors. We have witnessed a pro-
nounced improvement in market sentiment since De-
cember’s historical political events, with widespread 
strength in South African equities and the rand. Inves-
tors seem to be extrapolating these political changes 
into better economic prospects, and while we embrace 
the shifting attitude, we continue to urge our clients 
to look beyond the excitement and remain intently fo-
cused on the fundamentals of sound investing. 

The lost years
To provide perspective on why we urge such patience, 
we do not need to look far. For several years now, many 
investors have felt short changed in terms of risk for 
reward, with poor consumer and business confidence 
the result of a tumultuous period for South African 

investors. In fact, the conditions have been so volatile 
that we observed many investors move their invest-
ments away from multi-asset funds to money market 
and fixed income funds (in some cases, at the point of 
maximum pessimism). 

Of course, there have been many reasons to be fearful. 
The South African economy has experienced significant 
headwinds for several years now, despite an expand-
ing global economy. Frustratingly, we have witnessed a 
widespread degradation of the South African economy 
as growth, unemployment, debt and inflation have all 
reached uncomfortable levels over this period. Politi-
cal missteps, including curious cabinet reshuffles, poor 
policy execution and rumours of state capture have 
also driven investor confidence to worrying levels. 

Yet, fear (nor greed) should have no place in an inves-
tors toolkit. Instead, we believe addressing behavioural 
biases are the key to unlocking investment potential, 
as they help us to focus on fundamentals, valuations 
and the merits of long-term thinking – all of which are 
pivotal in meeting investment objectives. 

Understanding the difference between politics, 
economics and investments
A rational investor should only care about the polit-
ical and economic developments if they impact the 
fundamentals of an investment. In this regard, we be-
lieve it is more important to be forward looking rather 
than backward looking. For instance, political turmoil 
and economic pessimism can create a massive diver-
gence between the valuations of the rand hedge com-
panies and South African focused companies (SA Inc). 
In a backward-looking sense, this is easy to justify. We 
know that rand-hedge shares became the darlings of 
the market by tapping into the growing global market 
and a weaker rand. We also know that SA Inc business-
es fell by the wayside as confidence in the local econ-
omy plummeted. Yet, what an investor really wants to 

VICTORIA REUVERS
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establish is twofold: a) whether the profitability of SA 
Inc companies may be fundamentally damaged, and b) 
how much is priced in? 

Looking forward
Instead of the succumbing to the temptation to predict 
and extrapolate, we remain focused on holistic port-
folio construction and selecting managers we believe 
have a durable long-term competitive advantage. We 
cannot control sentiment and it can be very dangerous 
to extrapolate political change into economic prosper-
ity (and even more dangerous to extrapolate this into 
share-market gains).

Therefore, while we have seen a lot happen since the 
turn of the year, investors will be well served with a pa-
tient outlook. It will take time before we truly under-
stand the impact political change may have, so we urge 
our clients to be careful not to overreact. Ultimately, 
the aim of consistent long-term outperformance is only 
possible if we can obtain an informational, analytical or 
behavioural edge – and at times like these, one should 
not underestimate the power of controlling our own 
behaviour.


